News from the FPD Coordinator

As Fall term wraps up, I would like to share with you some of what was accomplished this term, along with new resources you may find helpful.

**Faculty Connections**, led by its new Coordinator, Meggie Wright, brought together 18 pairs of mentors and mentees at the Fall Orientation.

The **Inclusive Teaching Event Series** included two introductory brown bags and a panel session with "Inclusive Excellence Fellows" Christine Andrews, Jessica Knoch, and Doug Young. Thank you to Laura Pelletier for facilitating both a brown bag and the panel! Winter term will feature a student panel and follow-up brown bag (dates TBD) focused on the "hidden curriculum": skills and information needed to succeed that may not be obvious to first-generation and other students.

More inclusive teaching resources may be found at the **Inclusive Teaching page** on the FPD website or on FPD's **resource site on Moodle**, which includes links, handouts, and recordings of FPD sessions. Go to the FPD home page to find a link to enroll.

The Sabbatical Committee crafted a more specific **rubric**, available on the Sabbatical page of the FPD website.

---
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Sabbatical Reports, 2018-19

This year's sabbatical reports featured presentations by Claire Dannenbaum (library programs for refugees and asylum seekers), Amy Gaudia (intersections between math and music), Jessica Knoch (doctoral courses in math education), Joe McCully (culinary education in Ireland and the Pacific Northwest), Aliscia Niles (the humanitarian crisis at the border, in Eugene, and in Guatemala), Jim Salt (Trump and corporate funding), Wendy Simmons (mindfulness, nutrition, and posture), Drew Viles (Siletz family stories), and Clive Wanstall (culinary education in Ireland and England). Gary Mort (science and skepticism) presented separately later in the term. To learn more about sabbatical recipients' experiences, please see the "Sabbaticals Already Awarded" tab on the FPD website (www.lanecc.edu/fpd).

Thank you to FPD committee members and staff!
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